Introduction
The origins of many well-documented and carefully-studied regularities in stock returns can be traced to financial market "streetlore." The study of such regularities has often followed a path in which a supposedly profitable trading rule is mentioned in the popular press and that mention is followed by an initial scholarly inquiry that is, in turn, followed by further studies that apply increasingly powerful statistical techniques and larger databases to determine the generality and strength of the regularity. One well-known example of such a phenomenon is the study of "momentum" in stock returns which clearly has its origins in streetlore and which has now evolved to the point of being a near sub-discipline in the study of financial economics.
1 Other examples include the Value Effect, the Turn-of-the-Year Effect, Overreaction, Underreaction, the Presidential Cycle, and the Halloween Indicator.
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In this study, we travel that path to explore another soupçon of financial market streetlore.
We call it the "Other January Effect" to distinguish it from the well-known "January Effect" in which small and low-priced stocks that have suffered price declines in the prior year perform especially well in January. 3 According to the Other January Effect, stock market returns in January are a precursor of returns over the next 11 months of the year. As we detail below, the Other January Effect has been touted as a guide to investing in the stock market since at least 1973 and has appeared regularly in the financial press ever since.
To explore the Other January Effect, we examine stock returns for the remainder of the year conditional on the market return in January. We find that January stock returns are a surprisingly robust predictor of market returns over the following 11 months. Over the period 1940-2003, when predictive power of January returns is not subsumed by these macroeconomic/business cycle variables that have been shown to be reliable predictors of market returns elsewhere; sorting years according to whether the Presidential office is held by a Democrat or Republican, we find that the Other January Effect cannot be explained by the Presidential cycle in stock returns; and using two different measures of investor "sentiment," we find that the Other January Effect is not explained by sentiment.
Having shown that the Other January Effect is not due to other previously documented time series phenomena, we explore the implications for asset pricing models. We focus on the threefactor model of Fama and French (1993) . To begin, we ask whether the Effect is concentrated in the returns to specific portfolios that comprise the premiums in the three-factor model: If the Other January Effect is concentrated in small capitalization stocks or value stocks, then (arguably) the Effect could be compensation for a greater associated risk. We find that the market return in January is a predictor of returns during the remainder of the year both for stocks with large and those with small market capitalizations and both for firms with high book-to-market equity ratios (i.e., value stocks) and those with low book-to-market equity ratios (i.e., growth stocks). For each portfolio, returns are significantly higher following Januarys with a positive market return than following Januarys with a negative market return. Thus, it does not appear to be the case that the Other January Effect is only evident in portfolios of "riskier" stocks.
Having shown that the Other January Effect is not due to a particular set of Fama-French portfolios, we ask whether the Effect has predictive power for the premiums that comprise the model. Similar to our prior analysis, we calculate 11-month post-January returns to the premiums conditional on whether the premium is positive or negative in January. We find that following Januarys in which the size ("SMB") premium is positive, the 11-month returns to SMB averages 1.27%; following Januarys in which the SMB premium is negative, the 11-month returns to SMB averages -6.38%, giving rise to a statistically significant spread of 7.65%. Thus, the Other January Effect does occur for the SMB premium. That is, when the premium is positive in January, the return to SMB over the next 11 months is positive and when the January premium is negative, the return to SMB over the following 11 months is negative. The Other January Effect exhibits negligible ability to predict the book-to-market ("HML") premium: Following Januarys in which the premium is positive, the return to HML averages 3.15%; following Januarys in which the premium is negative, the return to HML averages 9.08%, giving rise to a statistically insignificant spread of -5.93%. In short, the Other January Effect does have power to predict two of the three premiums in the Fama-French three-factor model. This result potentially has implications concerning the source of the risk premiums in the Fama-French (1993) and other factor models of asset pricing. In particular, in an ICAPM context, it is not obvious (at least to us) that a rational risk-based explanation as to why investors should be concerned with hedging risk based on January returns can be readily devised.
In sum, the market return in January appears to contain information about market returns for the remainder of the year: Streetlore has been confirmed. Or, at least, it appears to have been
confirmed. An argument can be made that January returns just happened to have been correlated with returns over the next 11 months of the year over the 150-or-so year period preceding the first appearance (that we can find) of the Other January Effect in a published publicly-available document. By virtue of this happenstance, this spurious correlation became streetlore.
It is more difficult to dismiss the continued appearance of the Effect over the following 30-plus year period. But, even here it can be argued that many strategies have been proposed over time and the ones that continue to show up in the news, as the Other January Effect has, happen to be the ones that, by sheer coincidence (and the law of large numbers) have survived. A further argument in support of that position is that we have not been able to advance a plausible theory to explain this phenomenon. Thus, even though our statistical analysis allows for rejection of the null, the null hypothesis of no predictive power may still be a reasonable prior.
As Schwert (2003) observes, in many cases, following scholarly documentation of apparent predictability in stock returns based on some observable pattern (often called an anomaly), the predictive power of the pattern disappears. It will be interesting to observe whether the Other January Effect persists over the next 63 years (the time period of our detailed analysis) or 179 years (the time period covered by our longer analysis). In the meantime, portfolio managers and investors may wish to keep an eye on January returns in making their portfolio decisions. (As a side note, although our formal analysis ends with 2003, during January 2004, the return to the S&P 500 Index was positive and the return to the Index over the next 11 months was 6.7%. During January 2005, the S&P 500 return was negative and the return to the Index over the next 7 months was 2.5%, or just about even with T-bill returns over that period).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 samples the streetlore regarding the Other January Effect as it has appeared in the popular press over the past 30 years.
Section 3 describes the data used in our analysis and presents value-weighted (VW) and equalweighted (EW) raw and excess holding-period market returns for the 11 months following positive and negative January market returns. Section 4 examines whether the Other January Effect is subsumed by macroeconomic/business cycle factors, the Presidential Cycle in stock returns, or investor sentiment. Section 5 explores the ability of the Other January Effect to predict the component portfolios and the premiums that comprise the Fama-French (1993) three-factor model.
Section 6 summarizes our findings and concludes.
Streetlore
As we noted, published streetlore regarding the virtues of returns in January as a predictor of returns during the remainder of the year can be found as early as 1973:
We doubt that any technique or indicator ever devised has been so remarkably accurate as the January Barometer. The barometer, which indicates that as January goes, so will the market go for the total year, has proven correct in 20 of the last 24 years. The performance of this indicator becomes even more striking when you consider its simplicity, coupled with the fact that it is making its prediction eleven months in advance. Barron's, Feb. 4, 1980, p. 71) From 1984:
After consulting the 'January Barometer' Wall Street meteorologists have concluded the forecast for the stock market this year is decidedly pleasant. (Finance, Markets and Investments, Business Week, Jan. 23, 1984, p. 111) From 1992:
The January barometer, the January effect and the January "early warning system" will be put through their paces in the next few weeks...
Never mind that professional money managers and other sobersides on Wall Street put little credence in these indicators. Those folks may grind out a livelihood with their earnings analyses and investment-committee meetings, but do they ever have any fun? (Investing -'Tis the Season of Folkloric Excess, The Seattle Times, Jan. 6, 1992, p. D6).
From 1999:
Another seasonal signal worth watching -and possibly playing through options -is the January Barometer, or the strong tendency of stock indexes to rise in years when they were up in January and fall when the first month was down. (January Effect: Will History Repeat in '99?, M. Santoli, Barron's, Jan. 25, 1999, p. MW11.) And from 2004:
While 2004 still is young, stock-market bulls gleefully say that a good first week often foreshadows a prosperous year. Since 1950, the S&P 500 has risen for the year 85% of the time after the index gains during its first five trading sessions. (Stocks Enjoy a Good First Week, A. Lucchetti, The Wall Street Journal, Jan. 12, 2004, pp. C1, 3) .
Analysis of returns following positive and negative January market returns

Overview
Streetlore regarding the "January Barometer" appears to imply that "As goes January, so goes the rest of the year" refers to the "market." We interpret the market to be the universe of US traded equities. Streetlore also appears to be concerned with whether raw returns are greater than zero. Using this benchmark, a market return that is just above zero, but less than the risk-free rate, would be counted as confirming streetlore. Additionally, streetlore does not appear to address the question of whether returns following positive Januarys have a greater tendency to be positive than do returns following negative Januarys. If returns are positive, but less than the risk-free rate, or if returns following negative Januarys tend to be positive just as frequently, and by just as much, as returns following positive Januarys, advice based on the January Barometer would not seem to be especially valuable. Thus, we invoke a higher benchmark than zero for defining and judging the persistence and magnitude of the Other January Effect. We focus our attention on excess returns calculated as the monthly raw return less a corresponding short-term treasury rate and we ask whether excess returns following Januarys with positive excess market returns (we refer to these as positive Januarys) have been more frequent and significantly higher than excess returns following Januarys with negative excess returns (we refer to these as negative Januarys.)
For much of our analysis, we focus on the interval 1940 through 2003. We begin with 1940 as that approximates the start of the interval identified by (published) streetlore as defining the starting point of the Other January Effect (Hirsch, 1973) . To represent the market (except when we briefly consider earlier data for the NYSE), we use CRSP value-weighted (VW) and equalweighted (EW) market returns, including dividends. These returns include equities listed on the holding-period excess returns for the 11-month period following Januarys in which the VW excess market return is negative. Not surprisingly, January excess returns are more frequently positive than negative. There are 41 positive January excess returns over this interval and 23 negative January excess returns. Excess returns following positive Januarys are much more likely to be positive than negative. More importantly for our higher benchmark, 11-month holding-period excess returns following positive Januarys are much more likely to be positive than are 11-month holding-period excess returns following negative Januarys. Indeed, following the 41 positive Januarys, there are only five years in which the 11-month holding-period excess return is negative.
In contrast, following the 23 negative Januarys, there are 14 years in which the 11-month postJanuary holding-period excess return is negative. To put it slightly differently, following negative Januarys, the likelihood that the market excess return over the next 11 months will be negative is five times as great as when January is positive: 61% v. 12%
Market returns following positive and negative Januarys: Statistical tests
We formally test the statistical significance of the Other January Effect by comparing the average of the 11-month returns (both raw returns and excess returns) following positive Januarys with the average of the 11-month returns (both raw returns and excess returns) following negative Januarys. We perform this test by estimating an ordinary least squares time-series regression of monthly returns on an indicator variable that takes a value of one for all years when the January return is positive and zero otherwise. This regression is essentially a simple means test examining whether 11-month returns following positive Januarys are statistically different from 11-month returns following negative Januarys. If the coefficient of the indicator is statistically significant, the spread between the two is statistically significant and streetlore is confirmed.
Judging the statistical significance of the coefficient in this regression requires some care bootstrapped p-value = 0.003). The spread is even greater with EW returns. Following positive Januarys, the 11-month EW raw market return is 14.17%, while it is -3.87% following negative
Januarys. This spread of 18.04% is also highly statistically significant (p-value = 0.003; bootstrapped p-value = 0.003). 4 We thank the referee for suggesting these tests. 5 Another way to think about whether the Other January Effect is "real" or not is to use a Bayesian approach to model investors' expectations of returns for the rest of the year given that the return in January is positive or negative. Suppose that prior to observing a January return, an investor's best guess about the returns for the rest of the year is equal to the historical average of returns. Further suppose that after observing a positive (negative) January return, the investor's belief about the returns for the rest of the year changes to the historical average return only during positive (negative) January years. To implement such a test, we estimate the probability that the revised expectation of post-January returns will be higher (lower) than the prior expectation of returns given that the investor observes a positive (negative) January return. We use the period 1940 -1972 to compute prior expectations. The posterior probabilities are computed for the period 1973 -2003. The posterior probability of higher post-January returns following positive Januaries is significantly greater than the posterior probability following negative Januaries. The posterior probability ranges from 96.4% to 98.6% following positive Januaries and from 2.1% to 9.2% following negative Januaries. Therefore, an investor who observes a positive January return is 96% confident that the remaining months of the year will be higher than his best prior guess based on historical returns, while an investor who observes a negative January return is only 2% confident that the remaining months of the year will be higher than his prior guess.
Panel A also gives 11-month average VW and EW excess returns following positive and negative Januarys over the 1940-2003 interval. Eleven-month excess returns are, of course, lower than 11-month raw returns, but the spread between 11-month excess returns following positive and negative Januarys is larger using both VW and EW excess returns than with raw returns and, in both cases, the spread is highly statistically significant. With VW returns, following positive Januarys, the 11-month excess return is 11.93%; following negative Januarys, it is -2.78%, yielding a spread of 14.71% (p-value < 0.001; bootstrapped p-value = 0.000). With EW excess returns, following positive Januarys, the 11-month excess return is 11.15%; following negative Januarys it is -8.89% yielding a spread of 20.04% (p-value < 0.001; bootstrapped p-value = 0.001).
These results indicate that interest rates tended to be higher (or at least relatively higher)
following negative Januarys than following positive Januarys. They also indicate that the Other January Effect passes our higher benchmark of requiring that average 11-month returns following positive Januarys are not only more likely to be positive than negative, but also that they exceed the risk-free rate and that they occur with greater frequency and at higher levels than when January returns are negative. Further, following negative Januarys, the point estimate of the market equity risk premium is actually negative with both VW and EW returns. This last point is particularly striking; it is not surprising that following positive Januarys, on average, the next 11-month excess returns are positive, given that the long-run unconditional equity premium is positive. But the finding of negative point estimates for the equity premium following negative return Januarys is quite unexpected, showing that the Other January Effect has the unique ability to predict periods of zero (or, arguably, negative) risk premiums.
Market returns following positive and negative Januarys over various subperiods
The first four rows of panel B of table 1 give VW and EW excess market returns following positive and negative Januarys over various subperiods of the 1940-2003 interval. 6 To begin, we bifurcate the sample at the end of 1972. This gives us a "holdout" period that follows the first published mention of the January Barometer (that we have been able to find).
Over the 33-year period of 1940-1972, the January VW return is positive 22 years and negative 11 years; over the 31-year interval of 1973-2003, the January VW return is positive 19 years and negative 12 years. The Other January Effect is clearly evident: In both periods, the 11-month VW excess return following positive Januarys is positive and in both periods, the VW excess return following negative Januarys is negative. In the earlier period, the spread between 11-month excess returns following positive and negative Januarys is a highly significant 15.43% (p-value = 0.004; bootstrapped p-value = 0.006). Given the quotes from Hirsch and others, that result may be no surprise. What is more surprising is the spread of 13.45% during the post-1972 period. That spread is also statistically significant (p-value = 0.014; bootstrapped p-value = 0.007). When excess returns are measured using EW excess returns, the picture is the same as with VW returns except that the spreads are even larger than with VW returns. Thus, the Other January Effect occurs both before and after Hirsch and others identified it as a recurring market phenomenon and it is in evidence regardless of whether VW or EW excess returns are considered. Finally, following negative Januarys, the equity premium is negative in both time periods. Over this 179-year period, NYSE stocks have a positive January return in 112 years. The 11-month holding-period return following these Januarys averages 13.47%. Following negative Januarys, it averages 5.71%. The spread between the two is 7.76% with a nominal p-value of 0.005 and a bootstrapped p-value of 0.003. Thus, the Other January Effect is present for the full 179-year period for which we have NYSE data.
Of more interest, perhaps, is the pre-1940 data alone. For the entire 1825-1939 interval, there are 70 positive Januarys and 45 negative Januarys. Following positive Januarys, the average 11-month raw return is 9.64%; following negative Januarys, the average 11-month raw return is 4.02%, giving rise to a spread of 5.62% with a nominal p-value of 0.102 and a bootstrapped p-value 7 We further examine the robustness of the relation between the January market return and the subsequent 11-month returns by using the January return as a continuous variable. We regress 11-month post-January VW excess returns on the January VW excess returns. Consistent with the results using our bivariate definition of positive and negative Januarys, we find that the 11-month February -December returns are positively and statistically significantly related to the January return, confirming that the rest-of-the-year returns are high (low) when the January market return is high (low). 8 See Goetzmann, Ibbotson and Peng (2001) for the exact details of their sample construction. The results we report in panel D use the Goetzmann et al. "low dividend" return estimates. However, the results are qualitatively similar using returns based on the "high dividend" estimates and using returns ignoring dividends. 9 The original source of the NBER data is Macaulay (1938 Depression era of the 1930s, the Other January Effect exhibited "anomalous" behavior. Still, as we noted above, when the 1930s are folded in with the other 168 years of data, the Other January
Effect is pronounced and statistically significant.
The results using excess returns from 1857-2003 are consistent with those using raw returns. During this 147-year period, the Other January Effect is clearly evident: Over the 11 months following positive Januarys, the NYSE index has an average excess return of 10.52%; over the 11 months following negative Januarys, the index has an average return of 3.18%, yielding a statistically significant spread of 7.34% (p-value = 0.020; bootstrapped p-value = 0.012). When we examine the pre-1940 period, the results are also consistent with those from raw returns; during the Market-Crash-and-Great-Depression era of 1929-1939, the Effect is not evident; during 1857-1928, the Effect is evident with a spread of 7.76% (p-value = 0.044; bootstrapped p-value = 0.021). Of special note is the negative point estimate of the 11-month equity premium following negative Januarys of -0.76%.
In short, over the 179-year period considered, the market return during January is a strong and remarkably consistent predictor of U.S. stock market returns over the following 11 months of the year.
Do non-January months predict the following months' returns?
The analyses so far suggest that the market excess return in January has predictive power for market returns over the following 11 months. But perhaps every month has predictive power for the next 11 months. If so, the Other January Effect would not be especially noteworthy. 10 To examine whether non-January months have similar predictive power, we examine the spreads in 11-month holding-period returns following positive and negative returns for each month of the year.
Panel A of table 2 gives results using VW returns and panel B gives results using EW returns. The results show that January is highly unusual in its predictive power for the following months on both an economic and statistical basis. Following other months (of which there are 11), with VW returns, the 11-month spread between positive and negative months is positive six times and negative five times. With EW returns, the spread is positive nine times and negative twice. In no case is the spread statistically significant at the 0.05 level. Among months of the year, January is unique. Thus, the Other January Effect does not occur just because every month predicts the next 11-months of returns.
The Other January Effect by months of the year
One further examination of the data that may be of interest is sorting by months of the year following January. That is, a natural question arises as to whether the Other January Effect is concentrated in a few months immediately after January as might occur if short-horizons returns are serially correlated (or if market-wide "momentum" explains the Effect). In that case, positive monthly returns would naturally occur in the first month or two following positive Januarys and negative monthly returns would naturally occur following negative Januarys. Table 3 gives monthly average excess returns following positive and negative Januarys.
The monthly average excess returns following positive Januarys are almost always positive and there is no particular pattern of deterioration in excess returns as the months progress through the year. Contrarily, following negative Januarys, average monthly returns are mostly negative. For example, of the 22 VW and EW average monthly excess returns following positive Januarys, 19 are positive (and 3 are negative). Of the 22 VW and EW average monthly excess returns following negative Januarys, only 7 are positive (and 15 are negative).
Additionally, February returns are not contributing disproportionately to the 11-month postpositive-January returns. With VW returns, for years when the January excess return is positive, 6
of the 10 months following February have average excess returns greater than that of February.
With EW returns, the pattern is a bit different. Returns following positive Januarys do tend to tail off as the year progresses through October, but the pattern is reversed in November and December which exhibit the second and third highest average monthly returns (just slightly lower than February's). Thus, it is difficult to discern a pattern in returns that would indicate that the Other January Effect merely reflects serial correlation in short-horizon market returns.
Consideration of volatility
Other than comparing raw returns with the risk-free rate, the analysis so far has not considered risk. Perhaps it is higher risk during months following positive Januarys that explains the higher excess returns. The problem with this explanation is that the point estimates of the risk premium over the 11 months following negative Januarys are actually negative for the interval (-2.78% with VW returns and -8.89% with EW returns). It is difficult to envision a risk metric that is sufficiently peculiar to explain this outcome. Nevertheless, it is interesting to compare the volatility of 11-month returns following positive Januarys with the volatility following negative Januarys.
We compute the standard deviation of the 11-month post-January market excess returns for the period 1940-2003. 11 With VW excess returns, the standard deviation following positive Januarys is 12.64%; following negative Januarys, it is actually higher at 14.20%. With EW excess returns, following positive Januarys, the standard deviation is 21.44%; following negative Januarys, it is a bit lower at 16.56%. It is difficult to know what to make of these results. As we noted, under the best of circumstances, a difference in volatilities cannot explain a negative risk premium for returns following negative Januarys, and with VW returns, the volatility of returns is actually higher for returns following negative Januarys.
Perhaps a difference in volatilities can explain the difference in returns over the longer time period of 1825-2003. At least over this interval, the equity risk premium is positive following both positive and negative Januarys. With the NYSE Index over this interval, the standard deviation of 11-month raw returns following positive Januarys is 18.77%; following negative Januarys, it is 15.16%. This lower volatility might explain the lower returns following negative Januarys.
Ideally, we would calculate a Sharpe ratio to test the difference in returns per unit of risk.
Unfortunately, we do not have the risk free rate for the first 33 years of this time period. Thus, we calculate the simple ratio of the average return to the standard deviation of return for the 11 months following positive and negative Januarys. These ratios are: 13.47%/18.77% = 0.72 and 5.71%/15.16% = 0.37, respectively. If we assume that the risk-free rate is constant across time, this analysis indicates that, even with the full data set, the modestly higher volatility following positive Januarys does not explain the Other January Effect. Consistent with these results, over the 1857-2003 period for which we are able to estimate excess returns for the NYSE, the Sharpe ratio for the 11 months following positive return Januarys is 0.55 and for the 11 months following negative Januarys is 0.20. Thus, the Other January Effect is not due to risk as measured by the standard deviation of returns.
Finally, one further way in which the distribution of returns may influence our results is through outliers. To reduce the influence of outliers, we calculate median raw and excess returns for the 11 months following positive and negative Januarys. With medians, the spread in 11-month VW excess returns following positive vs. negative Januarys is 16.69% (p-value < 0.001). With EW returns, the spread in median returns is 19.89% (p-value < 0.001). Raw returns exhibit a similar pattern. The Other January Effect is not due to outliers.
Possible explanations of the Other January Effect
Overview
In this section, we ask whether the Other January Effect can be explained by other documented determinants of stock returns including macroeconomic/business cycle variables, the Presidential Cycle in stock returns, or investor sentiment.
Macroeconomic/ business cycle variables
Prior studies by Fama (1981) , Keim and Stambaugh (1986) , Fama and French (1988a , 1988b , 1989 , Pesaran and Timmermann (1995) , and others have shown that certain macroeconomic and business cycle variables have power to predict stock market returns. These variables include dividend yields, prior stock market returns, interest rate credit spreads, interest rate term spreads, and the short-term treasury rate of interest. We now ask whether such variables can explain the ability of the January market return to predict post-January returns. If the apparent correlation between post-January excess returns and the Other January Effect is really just due to a correlation between business cycle variables and stock market returns, controlling for macroeconomic variables that have been shown to have power in predicting stock returns should eliminate the Other January Effect. is the 11-month (February through December) VW or EW excess market holdingperiod return in year t, α and k β (k = 1,..,4) are estimated regression coefficients, DIV t-1 is the dividend yield of the CRSP value-weighted index, DEF t-1 is the yield spread between Baa-rated and Aaa-rated corporate bonds, TERM t-1 is the yield spread between ten-year T-bonds and three-month T-bills, DETREND_YLD t-1 is the detrended yield of a T-bill with three months to maturity, and t ε is an error term. To detrend the T-bill yield, we divide the month t yield by a the average of the previous 12 monthly observations. The observations of the lagged macro variables are from the end of December from the year prior to the 11-month returns used as the dependent variable. Data for DIV, DEF, and TERM are obtained from the Federal Reserve Bulletin and T-bill data are from CRSP.
To determine the extent to which the macroeconomic multifactor model can explain the Other January Effect, we generate forecasts of 11-month returns. Specifically, we estimate the coefficients of equation (1) using data for the period 1940-2003. Each year, we calculate the 11-month predicted return using the estimated coefficients and the realized observations of the independent variables from the prior year-end. We subtract the predicted 11-month VW (or EW) excess market returns from the actual 11-month VW (or EW) market return. We call these differences "abnormal" market returns.
We sort years according to whether the 11-month predicted return is above or below the median predicted return and then sort years according to whether the January VW and EW returns are positive or negative. If the Other January Effect is due to variations in business cycle risk, then, regardless of the January return, when predicted returns are high, post-January abnormal returns will be higher and positive; when predicted returns are low, post-January returns will be lower and/or negative. Additionally, when we sort according to high and low 11-month predicted returns, the spread between post-January excess returns following positive and negative Januarys will be insignificant.
The means of the 11-month abnormal returns following positive and negative Januarys are reported in panel A of table 4. The Other January Effect is clearly not subsumed by information contained within the business cycle variables: The spread in 11-month abnormal returns following high predicted 11-month returns is 14.64% (p-values = 0.001) with VW market returns; with EW market returns, the spread is 17.06% (p-values = 0.039). The spread in returns following low predicted 11-month returns is 11.45% (p-values = 0.044) with VW market returns; with EW market returns, the spread is 22.10% (p-values = 0.018). Thus, controlling for the time-variation in expected returns from this set of macro-economic variables does not explain the spread in returns over the 11 months following positive and negative Januarys.
We conduct analyses using variations on the basic four-factor model of equation (1). It may be that the Other January Effect is related to long-horizon negative autocorrelation in market returns (Fama and French (1988b) ). For example, conditional on a string of years with low returns, it may be more likely that subsequent Januarys and the following 11 months will have high returns. This could occur, for example, because of tax-loss selling. That is, a year with negative market returns might produce more year-end tax-loss selling such that the following January (and next few months) are more likely to be positive. Contrarily, after years with positive market returns, realization of capital gains may be deferred into the following year, with the consequence that January's and subsequent months' returns may tend to be low due to selling associated with the realization of deferred capital gains. Thus, negative serial correlation in market returns due to tax motivated trading (or some other fundamental factor) may explain the Other January Effect.
To test that possibility, returns are predicted using the following model 
The Presidential Cycle in stock returns
Herbst and Slinkman (1984), Huang (1985) , Hensel and Ziemba (1995) , and Santa-Clara and Valkanov (2003) report that common stocks earn higher returns when a Democrat is president than when a Republican is president. In part, this Presidential Cycle may be due to a correlation between business cycle fluctuations and the fiscal policies of the two political parties. It may be that the Other January Effect is simply picking up variations in returns due to presidential cycles To investigate this possibility, we sort years according to whether the Presidency is held by a Democrat or a Republican and then sort years according to whether the January VW (or EW) returns are positive or negative. It turns out that, with both VW and EW market returns, there is a modestly higher propensity for January returns to be positive during Democratic administrations and a modestly higher propensity for January returns to be negative during Republican 12 There are many possible variations on the design of the business cycle tests in this section. We have experimented with some (e.g., variations on the predicted return models, using excess returns instead of abnormal returns and so forth) and find that none have the ability to explain the Other January Effect. Republican is President, when the January return is positive, the next 11 months tend to be positive and when the January return is negative, the next 11 months tend to be negative. Indeed, the spread between 11-month returns following positive and negative Januarys is large and highly statistically significant during both Democratic and Republican administrations. With VW returns under Democratic administrations, it is 13.4% (p-value = 0.03); under Republican administrations it is 15.2% (p-value = 0.005). The Other January Effect is not due to the Presidential Cycle in stock returns.
Investor sentiment
Prior studies by Lee, Shleifer, and Thaler (1991), Bram and Ludvigson (1998) , Neal and Wheatley (1998), Baker and Wurgler (2004) , Brown and Cliff (2004) , Lemmon and Portniaguina (2004) and others report that positive market returns are significantly more likely to occur during periods when investor "sentiment" is "more positive." That leads to a natural question of whether positive January returns might be correlated with positive investor sentiment which might spill over into the following months. If that is the case, positive January returns would be more likely to occur when investor sentiment is "high" (and be followed by positive returns as sentiment remains high) and negative January returns would be more likely to occur when investor sentiment is "low"
(and these would be followed by low or negative returns as sentiment continues to be low.)
Additionally, within the high and low sentiment groups, the spread between post-January excess returns following positive and negative Januarys will be insignificant. (2004)). The UM index is a continuous measure not centered on zero. Thus, we determine the median level of the index over the period of our usage and define high (low) sentiment years according to whether the index is above (below) the median at the start of each year. With each index, we sort years according to whether the index is high or low and whether the January excess market return is positive or negative. We then calculate the 11-month post-January excess return for each sort.
With the B-W index, the data emphatically reject the conjecture that the Other January
Effect is due to investor sentiment. For example, with VW returns, when sentiment is high, the number of positive Januarys is 13; when sentiment is low, the number of positive Januarys is also 13. Likewise, when sentiment is low, the number of negative Januarys is 7; when sentiment is high, the number of negative Januarys is also 7. With the UM index, when sentiment is high, Januarys are slightly more likely to be positive then when sentiment is low. Similarly, when sentiment is low, Januarys are more likely to be negative than when sentiment is high.
Nevertheless, within periods of both high and low sentiment, regardless of whether we consider the B-W Index or the UM index, and regardless of whether we consider VW or EW returns, the spread in 11-month holding-period returns following positive and negative Januarys is always economically large (ranging from 9% to 25%) and typically statistically significant.
Implications of the Other January Effect for models of asset pricing
Overview
Having determined that streetlore concerning the predictive power of January returns withstands other factors that have been shown to have predictive power for the time series of equity returns, we ask what, if any, implications the Other January Effect has for models of asset pricing.
In particular, given that January market returns have predictive power for the market equity premium, we ask whether January returns have predictive power for the other two premiums of the Fama-French (1993) three-factor model of equity returns.
The Other January Effect across size and book-to-market portfolios
To begin this analysis, we ask whether the predictive power of January returns for the rest of the year is concentrated among the portfolios that comprise the Fama-French three-factor model.
That is, we ask whether the Other January Effect is concentrated among portfolios of small-or bigcap stocks or among portfolios of value or growth stocks. The results in section 4.2 suggest that time variation in expected returns due to shifts in macro economic state variables does not explain the Other January Effect for VW and EW market returns. However, it may be that the Other January Effect, by conditioning on returns in January, owes some of its success to conditional variations in expected returns to riskier subsets of assets (that in part make up the VW market)
across the business cycle. For example, Perez-Quiros and Timmermann (2000) show that portfolios of small-cap firms display asymmetries in expected returns across economic cycles. If January returns are correlated with future shifts in the business cycle (which are not picked up by the variables examined in section 4.3), it may be that the Other January Effect is due to cyclical variations in the returns to "riskier" stocks across business cycles, and that conditioning on January returns picks up that risk. If our results are consistent with this explanation, we would expect the Other January Effect to occur primarily in the returns to small-cap and value stocks.
To conduct our analysis, we use stocks sorted into portfolios using the stocks' equity market capitalizations and their book-to-market equity ratios. The portfolios are taken from Ken
French's website. In these sorts, CRSP equities are sorted from smallest to largest into deciles in
July of each year according to their total market values at the end of June. Book-to-market decile sorts are performed in July of each year using the book value of a firm's equity at fiscal year-end of the previous year (from Compustat) and dividing it by the market value of equity from CRSP as of the end of December of the previous year. Because much of the returns to size and book-to-market portfolios have been shown to emanate from January (Loughran (1997)), we consider both 11-month and 12-month post-January excess returns to these portfolios. That is, in the 12-month postJanuary returns, we include the following January. We examine data for 1940-2003. To begin the analysis, we compute the 11-month and 12-month holding-period excess returns following positive and negative Januarys for the decile containing the smallest capitalization stocks and ask whether the spread between excess returns following positive and negative Januarys is significant. We define positive and negative Januarys using VW excess market returns. 13 We then repeat the comparison using the three deciles of stocks having the smallest market capitalizations, using the decile of stocks with the largest market capitalizations, and using the three deciles of stocks with the largest markets capitalizations.
The results of the analysis based on market capitalization sorts are given in panel A of table 5. Reading across the rows, the spread between 11-month excess returns (or 12-month excess returns) following positive and negative Januarys is highly statistically significant regardless of whether we consider small-or large-cap stocks. For example, with the three deciles comprising the smallest cap stocks (shown in row 3), the 12-month post-January spread is 21.89% (p-value < 0.001; bootstrapped p-value = 0.001). For the three deciles comprising the largest cap stocks (shown in row 6), the spread is 15.87% (p-value < 0.001; bootstrapped p-value < 0.001). The Other January Effect is not just present in small-cap stocks.
Panel B parallels panel A except that the sorts are based on book-to-market equity ratios.
The results here are similar to those in panel A. For the value portfolio, that is, for the decile with the highest book-to-market ratio stocks (shown in row 1 of panel B), the spread between the 12-month excess returns following positive and negative Januarys is 20.85% (p-value < 0.001; bootstrapped p-value < 0.001). For the growth portfolio, that is, the decile with the lowest book-tomarket ratio stocks (shown in row 2), the 12-month spread is 18.81% (p-value < 0.001; bootstrapped p-value < 0.001). Results are similar with 11-month excess returns. The Other January Effect is not just present in the returns to value stocks.
Overall, these results show that the Other January Effect is not primarily concentrated in the returns to portfolios of small-cap or value stocks as might be the result of conditional shifts in risk and return across business cycles. 14
Predicting the factor premiums
Having taken a preliminary look at returns to the portfolios that underlie the three-factor model, we now turn to the more fundamental question of whether January returns have power to predict the monthly premiums (or spreads) that comprise the model. The three premiums are the market premium (VWR -R f ), the small minus big premium (SMB), and the high minus low (HML) premium. We have already shown that the Other January Effect is a strong predictor of the market premium. In this section, we concentrate on HML and SMB. These two premiums are taken from Ken French's website. SMB and HML are constructed from six size/book-to-market benchmark portfolios.
The benchmark portfolios use two independent sorts, on size and book-to-market. The size breakpoint is the median NYSE market equity. The book-to-market breakpoints are the 30th and 70th NYSE percentiles. Six size-book-to-market portfolios (small low, small medium, small high, big low, big medium, and big high) are formed as the intersections of the two size and the three book-to-market groups. The SMB premium is the average return on the three small portfolios (small low, small medium, and small high) minus the average return on the three big portfolios (big low, big medium, and big high). The HML premium is the average return on the two value portfolios (small high and big high) minus the average return on the two growth portfolios (small low and big low).
14 The decile sorted size and book-to-market portfolios used in this section are not the exact component portfolios used in the construction of the value and size premiums in the three-factor model. As a robustness test, we perform the analysis of section 5.2 with the six size/book-to-market portfolios that are used to construct the premiums. We find that the Other January Effect is a strong predictor of all six portfolios. Results are available from the authors.
We sort years according to whether the January VW market excess return is positive or negative. We then calculate the average 11-(12-) month SMB and HML premiums following Januarys in which the market excess return is positive (or negative). These averages are displayed in panel C of table 5. An alternative way to classify years is to sort according to the sign of each premium in January. We call these the "own" premiums. The results based on sorting by own January premium returns are given in panel D.
We start with the size premium. The 11-month post-January size premium average return is strongly linked with the January excess market return. In panel C, following positive Januarys, the SMB average return over the remaining 11 months of the year is 1.33%; following negative return Januarys, it is -3.50% for a statistically significant spread of 4.83% (p-value = 0.028; bootstrapped p-value = 0.026). The spread is similar in economic magnitude over the 12 months following January (4.75%) but is not statistically significant (p-value = 0.153; bootstrapped p-value = 0.062). In panel D, when we condition on the SMB premium return in January, the ability of the Other January Effect to predict SMB is stronger. For example, following Januarys with a positive return to the size premium, the SMB average return over the remaining 11 months of the year is 1.27%; following negative return Januarys, it is -6.38%, for a statistically significant spread of 7.65% (p-value = 0.006; bootstrapped p-value = 0.006). The spread is similar in economic magnitude over the 12 months following January (8.74%) and is statistically significant (p-value = 0.004; bootstrapped p-value = 0.005). This suggests that there is more information in the own premium January return than in the market return to predict subsequent returns to the SMB premium.
We turn next to the value premium. In panel C, following positive January VW excess market returns, the HML average return over the remaining 11 months of the year is 2.76%;
following negative return Januarys, it is 6.95%, and the spread between the two of -4.19% is not statistically significant (p-value = 0.143, bootstrapped p-value = 0.125). As shown in panel D, when we condition on the HML premium return in January, the spread is -5.93%, which is also not statistically significant. Indeed, in each of the four cases (that is, conditioning on the VW market return or the HML premium return, and reporting subsequent 11-or 12-month returns) the spread is not statistically significant at conventional levels (p-values range from 0.11 to 0.31).
Thus, the Other January Effect does have predictive power for two of the three premiums that make up the Fama-French three factor model and the predictions are consistent with streetlore:
Following positive Januarys, the returns to the market and size premium are positive for the remainder of the year; following negative Januarys, the returns to the market and size premium are negative. Fama and French (1992 and others argue that the dispersion in returns of size and book-to-market sorted portfolios arises because of market-wide non-diversifiable risk. Still others argue that the premiums are due to mispricing, arising from various forms of investor biases. 15 We offer no position on whether January's ability to predict the market and size premiums over the next 11 or 12 months reflects rational or irrational pricing behavior. However, for the risk story to be consistent with our results, there must exist a source of market-wide risk that arises from, and is correlated with, returns in January.
Summary and Conclusion
The popular press has touted the market return in January as a reliable predictor of returns for the remainder of the year since at least 1973. In this paper, we undertake a systematic investigation of this long-standing market adage using market returns from the interval 1940-2003 (and in some tests 1825-2003) . Our analysis confirms popular wisdom. In particular, we find that the return from the month of January is a powerful predictor of the returns over the remaining months of the year. If January returns are positive, returns over the remaining months of the year are much more likely to be positive and higher than are returns following negative return Januarys.
This simple rule, which we title the Other January Effect, holds for both the equal-weighted and value-weighted market (using both raw and excess returns) and also holds for portfolios of high and low book-to-market stocks, portfolios of small and large capitalization stocks, and for the size premium from the Fama-French (1993) three-factor model.
The popular press, while touting the investing acumen of the Other January Effect, has been less than forthcoming about explaining its causes. We investigate numerous explanations for the predictive power of January returns. We find that business cycle risk, short-and long-horizon auto-correlation, the Presidential Cycle, and sentiment cannot explain the Effect.
While we currently cannot explain the forces behind the Other January Effect, we believe that the Other January Effect has several implications. First, it appears to be a powerful tool in predicting the market and other portfolios and, thus, it should prove to be an important tool to portfolio managers or other managers engaged in hedging market or size premium risk. In a related manner, this suggests incorporating the Other January Effect into asset pricing benchmarks would be reasonable from the perspective of evaluating portfolio managers' performance. Finally, our results may serve to ramp up the debate over the source of the risk premiums in the three-factor model --if the predictability is due to risk, then what are the underlying risk factors related to January returns, or conversely, if the predictability arises from behavioral biases, then what are the biases and why do they emanate from Januarys returns?
Appendix -Calculating Bootstrapped P-values
The bootstrap procedure explicitly controls for the eleven other 1-month/11-month strategies that streetlore may have sampled before descending upon January as the best predictor month for the next 11-month returns. Specifically, each year over the time interval for which a test is conducted, we randomly select a specific conditioning month. For that month, we calculate the following 11-month holding-period return. Within the set of conditioning months, we randomly draw one and calculate a randomized return for that month. The randomized return for a conditioning month is drawn from the returns of other same months of the year. For example, in 1954, we may select April as the conditioning month, calculate the following 11-month return (i.e., the return for May-March), and, from all Aprils, randomly select the conditioning month to be April of 1974. We do this for each year of the sample and then sort the selected months (each year) into positives and negatives depending upon whether the market return for that month is positive or negative and calculate the post-conditioning average 11-month returns. Finally, we calculate the spread in 11-month returns following positive and negative conditioning months. As before, we estimate a time-series regression of monthly returns on an indicator variable that takes a value of one for all years when the conditioning month return is positive and zero otherwise.
We compute the t-statistic of the coefficient on the indicator variable. We repeat this process 10,000 times. The bootstrapped distribution of t under the null hypothesis is the distribution of the 10,000 draws on t. Under the null hypothesis, 11-month returns following positive and negative conditioning months should be equal, implying a t-statistic of zero. Under the alternate Streetlore hypothesis, the spread in returns following positive and negative Januarys should be positive, implying a positive t-statistic. Thus, we compute a one-sided bootstrapped pvalue by calculating the percentage of bootstrapped t's that are greater than the nominal (nonbootstrapped) t statistic.
We also run a slightly more complicated bootstrap, in which we control for the possibility that the Other January Effect is drawn from a population of 144 related strategies. In these bootstraps, we allow for not only the possibility of all twelve 1-month/contiguous 11-month strategies, but we also allow for all possible 1-month/non-contiguous 11-month strategies, where the 11-month holding-period return is anywhere from 2 months to 12 months after the conditioning month. The results from this randomized 144-stratgey bootstrapped experiment are qualitatively similar to the 12-strategy bootstraps, and are available from the authors. 6 1940 1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 Calendar years 11-month holding-period return 6 1940 1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 Calendar years 11-month holding-period return Fig. 1 . CRSP value-weighted 11-month holding-period excess market returns following Januarys with positive and negative excess returns. Time-series plots of 11-month holding-period excess returns on the CRSP VW market portfolio conditional on whether the return in the month of January is positive or negative. Panel A presents the results for years when the return on the CRSP VW excess market portfolio is positive in January. Panel B presents the results for years when the return on the CRSP VW excess market portfolio is negative in January. The 11-month holding-period returns are computed for months February through December of each year. Table 1 CRSP value-weighted, CRSP equal-weighted, and NYSE 11-month holding-period market returns following Januarys with positive and negative returns
Panel B: 11-month holding-period excess returns for years in which the January excess VW market return is negative
Mean 11-month holding-period returns on CRSP VW, CRSP EW, CRSP VW -R f , CRSP EW -R f , and the NYSE portfolio for various time intervals. The sample period is January 1940 -December 2003 for CRSP VW and CRSP EW portfolios and January 1825 -December 2003 for the NYSE portfolio. VWR is the 11-month holding-period return on CRSP value-weighted market portfolio of stocks. EWR is the 11-month holdingperiod return on CRSP equal-weighted market portfolio of stocks. VWR -R f is the 11-month holding-period return on CRSP VW market portfolio less the return on the T-bill. EWR -R f is the 11-month holding-period return on CRSP EW market portfolio less the return on the T-bill. NYSER is the 11-month holding-period return on the NYSE portfolio. The NYSER is price-weighted during the 1825 -1925 period and valueweighted during the 1926 -2003 period. NYSER-R f is the 11-month holding-period return on the NYSE portfolio less the return on a proxy for the risk-free security over 1857-2003 period . N is the number of years when the return in January was positive or negative. The spread is the difference in 11-month holding-period returns (from February through December) following positive and negative January returns. The p-values test the null hypothesis that the spread is equal to zero. The p-value in parenthesis is for a t-statistic of the spread computed using an ordinary least squares regression. The p-value in square brackets is derived from a randomized-bootstrapped t-statistic.
Positive Januarys Negative Januarys Table 4 Abnormal returns based on various macroeconomic and business cycle models Mean 11-month holding-period abnormal returns for February through December using two different return generating models for the period 1940 -2003. In panel A, the time series of non-overlapping 11-month holdingperiod returns of either the CRSP VW or CRSP EW index less the return on the one-month T-bill are regressed against the yield spread between Baa bonds and Aaa bonds (DEF), the dividend yield of CRSP VW portfolio (DIV), the yield spread between a 10-year T-bond and a one-year T-bill (TERM), and the detrended yield on a Tbill with three months to maturity (DETREND_YLD). The macro variables are December month-end observations from the year prior to the 11-month returns used as the dependent variable. In panel B, the same dependent variable is regressed against the lagged annual returns from the prior three years ( ), the detrended yield on a T-bill with three months to maturity (DETREND_YLD), and the yield spread between a 10-year T-bond, and a one-year T-bill (TERM). The regressions are estimated annually with an intercept and using the period 1940 -2003 as the estimation period. The resulting parameter estimates are used to compute predicted excess returns (E[R]). The years are sorted according to whether the 11-month predicted return for year t is high or low, as computed with the median predicted return from the full sample, and according to whether the January VW (or EW) excess market return was positive or negative. Abnormal returns are computed as the difference between the realized excess returns and the predicted excess returns. The p-values test the null hypothesis that the spread is equal to zero.
11-month holding-period abnormal returns
Positive Januarys Negative Januarys Mean 11-month and 12-month holding-period excess returns to stocks sorted on the basis of market value and book-to-market equity ratio following positive and negative Januarys, where the January return is the CRSP VW market excess return. 11-month holding-period excess returns are computed for months February through December. 12-month holding-period returns are computed for months February through January. The holding-period excess returns are computed separately for years when the VW excess market return in January is positive and for years when the VW excess market return in January is negative. The sample period is January 1940 -December 2003. Panel A presents results for portfolios based on market capitalization sorts. Panel B presents results for portfolios based on book-to-market equity ratio sorts. SCR -R f is the excess return on a portfolio of firms in decile one (or deciles one, two, and three) from a sort on market capitalization, LCR -R f is the excess return on a portfolio of firms in decile 10 (or deciles eight, nine, and 10) from a sort on market capitalization, HBM -R f is the excess return on a portfolio of firms in decile 10 (or deciles eight, nine, and 10) from a sort on book-to-market, and LBM -R f is the excess return on a portfolio of firms in decile one (or deciles one, two, and three) from a sort on book-to-market. Panel C and D presents the holding-period returns to Fama-French SMB and HML factors, respectively, following positive and negative Januarys. In panel C, we sort years according to whether the January VW market excess return is positive or negative. In panel D, we sort years according to whether the factor premium is positive or negative. The p-values test the null hypothesis that the spread is equal to zero. The p-value in parenthesis is for a t-statistic of the spread computed using an ordinary least squares regression. The p-value in square brackets is derived from a randomized-bootstrapped t-statistic. 
